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PAPER

A Similarity-Based Concepts Mapping Method between Ontologies

Jie LIU†a), Member, Linlin QIN†, Jing GAO††, and Aidong ZHANG††, Nonmembers

SUMMARY Ontology mapping is important in many areas, such as in-
formation integration, semantic web and knowledge management. Thus
the effectiveness of ontology mapping needs to be further studied. This pa-
per puts forward a mapping method between different ontology concepts in
the same field. Firstly, the algorithms of calculating four individual simi-
larities (the similarities of concept name, property, instance and structure)
between two concepts are proposed. The algorithm features of four indi-
vidual similarities are as follows: a new WordNet-based method is used
to compute semantic similarity between concept names; property similar-
ity algorithm is used to form property similarity matrix between concepts,
then the matrix will be processed into a numerical similarity; a new vec-
tor space model algorithm is proposed to compute the individual similarity
of instance; structure parameters are added to structure similarity calcu-
lation, structure parameters include the number of properties, instances,
sub-concepts, and the hierarchy depth of two concepts. Then similarity of
each of ontology concept pairs is represented by a vector. Finally, Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) is used to accomplish mapping discovery by
training and learning the similarity vectors. In this algorithm, Harmony
and reliability are used as the weights of the four individual similarities,
which increases the accuracy and reliability of the algorithm. Experiments
achieve good results and the results show that the proposed method outper-
forms many other methods of similarity-based algorithms.
key words: ontology mapping, similarity aggregation, SVM

1. Introduction

In the research of information integration, semantic web and
knowledge management, ontology has been used widely.
With the growth of ontological applications, researchers
have constructed various heterogeneous ontologies. Al-
though these different ontologies are in the same domain,
they don’t have identical linguistics or structure because of
the complexity and flexibility of the natural language. So
the diverse ontologies cannot be directly integrated into an
unified ontology. Ontology mapping is a major way to solve
this problem.

In general, the main work of ontology mapping is con-
cept mapping. The similarity calculation is the main method
of concept mapping. Concept mapping is achieved by merg-
ing individual similarities between the same features of two
ontology concepts. The features of a concept include con-
cept name, properties, instances, structure, etc., so the indi-
vidual similarities include concept name similarity, property
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similarity, instance similarity, structure similarity and so on.
After merging the sub-similarities, we can form the simi-
larity between concepts. In this paper, ontology mapping
discovery means finding the mapped concept pairs.

In existing methods of similarity-based ontology map-
ping, the weights of individual similarities are decided by
experts or by simple linear functions, and both methods are
too subjective. Or the weights are determined by the im-
portance index of individual similarities such as harmony
or reliability, but this would excessively bias the results of
the individual similarities. Besides, the methods of machine
learning are adopted to get the weights or to achieve di-
rectly mapping discovery. There are still many drawbacks
for the methods mentioned above. Therefore, it is necessary
to study a more effective algorithm of ontology mapping.

In this paper, our study is mainly to discover the map-
pings between concepts belonging to the different ontolo-
gies, contributions include two points as follows:

1. Using new methods of calculating individual simi-
larities.

A new WordNet-based method is used to compute se-
mantic similarity between concept names and the edit dis-
tance is used to calculate grammar similarity between con-
cept names. As to the similarity algorithm between proper-
ties, firstly calculate similarity value of each pair of proper-
ties, form property similarity matrix between concepts, then
process the matrix into a numerical similarity, whose value
is just the property similarity between concepts. This pa-
per introduces a new vector space model algorithm to com-
pute the similarity between instances, and identify the words
which are literally different but very similar semantically,
consuming no more time. In order to more clearly reflect
the structure of concept, structure parameters are added in
similarity calculation, which include the number of prop-
erty, instance, sub-concept and the hierarchy depth of two
concepts respectively.

2. Proposing the method of individual-similarities ag-
gregation and using SVM to classify the similarity vector
which reflects the similarity of concept pairs. Here, the ele-
ments of a similarity vector consist of the weighted individ-
ual similarities, and the weight of an individual similarity is
the linear function of harmony and reliability (more detail in
Sect. 3.2). The harmony and reliability enable the mapping
effect clearly.

To evaluate the method proposed in this paper, we used
the benchmark tests for OAEI ontology matching campaign
as data sets, and got precision, recall and f-measure of the
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different ontology mapping algorithms. Experimental re-
sults demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

2. Related Work

The studies about ontology mapping mainly focus on merg-
ing individual similarities corresponding to different fea-
tures of concept to achieve ontology mapping. Widely-used
methods include grammar-based, instance-based, structure
based, semantic-based, the definition of the concept based,
machine learning based, and statistics based, and so on [1],
[2]. The advantages and disadvantages of the existing simi-
larity computation methods about precise ontology mapping
are as follows:

We analyze firstly the methods of calculating indi-
vidual similarities. In the relevant studies about concept
name similarity, syntax similarities between the concepts
were calculated by Jaccard coefficient [3]–[6] and edit dis-
tance [7], [8], but they ignored that different words in syntax
may be synonymous. P. Giuseppe et al. [9] used WordNet to
compute the semantic similarities between the English con-
cepts. Huang Li et al. [2] considered the descriptive sentence
similarity of the concept name when calculating the similar-
ity between the concept names. In the relevant studies about
property similarity, in [10], [11] some properties were taken
as common properties between two concepts, the ratio of
the common properties to all properties is property similar-
ity, the method didn’t consider that non-identical properties
may be very similar in the semantics. In the relevant studies
about instance similarity, in [12], [13] the ratio of the identi-
cal instances to all instances was used as instance similarity,
but it did not be considered that the non-identical instances
may have the very similar senses. In the relevant studies
about structural similarities, the methods in [3], [14]–[16]
took the weighted sum of similarities of super-concept, sub-
concept and sibling-concept as structure similarity, but the
weights were given by experts.

In the relevant studies about using similarity aggre-
gation to achieve ontology mapping discovery, Max, Min,
Weighted, Average and SIGMOD [17], have been proposed
to aggregate different individual similarities. The Max/Min
strategy returns the maximal/minimal similarity of individ-
ual matchers. The weighted strategy determines a weighted
sum of similarity of individual matchers. The Average strat-
egy is one special case of the weighted strategy and returns
the average similarity over all individual matchers. The
SIGMOID strategy combines multiple results using a sig-
moid function, which is essentially a smoothed threshold
function. Currently the systems that adopt the weighted
strategy or the SIGMOID strategy to aggregate similarities
need to manually set aggregation weights based on experi-
ence for different similarities or tentatively set center posi-
tion and steepness factor in the sigmoid function. However,
manually predefined parameters cannot be generalized to
adapt to different mapping situations. In R. Trillo et al. [18]
the sum of weighted individual similarities was seen as ag-
gregated similarity, but the weights are given by experts. In

Q.V. Tran et al. [19] the K-means algorithm was used to seek
out the concept pairs whose similarities higher than thresh-
old, and then the ratio of the number of the mapped concept
pairs to the number of all picked out concept pairs was used
as weights. In [20], [21] the harmony or reliability of indi-
vidual similarities was used as weights, and these two meth-
ods were more objective, but they were too dependent on the
results of individual similarities to lead to not reflecting the
original importance of different features of the concepts. In
addition, there are many studies about using machine learn-
ing to achieve ontology mapping. In [22], [23] neural net-
work was adopted to train the weights of individual simi-
larities, which requires a lot of samples, and the network
structure was set by the researchers subjectively, and this
method may lead to not have a global optimal solution. In
R. Ichise [24] SVM was applied to classify similarity vectors
to achieve ontology mapping without using the weights.

At present, there has been a lot of variety of mapping
systems, such as ASCO [25], OLA [26], H-MATCH [27].
These systems mostly use a variety of strategy to find
the similarity between ontology elements. And a small
quantity of systems use the integration of various strate-
gies to find the appropriate mapping. The integrated ap-
proaches use the similarity of multi-strategy of weighted
average, such as hybrid, composite merging methods. Al-
though they have achieved some results, there is still in-
sufficient. First of all, the integrated methods employed
by these systems simply merge similarity value of multi-
strategy. The strategy itself doesn’t affect the final results of
mapping at the semantic level, leading to the inferior qual-
ity of mapping. Secondly, these methods require a large
amount of manual intervention, such as the weighted aver-
age method. The excessive intervention of users and experts
in the field, often leads to partial mapping relationship is
omitted. Moreover, these methods would be unable to ef-
fectively deal with the large-scale ontology mapping task.
There are also some famous ontology mapping systems,
such as GLUE [12], QOM [28], Similarity Flooding [29],
PROMPT [30], Falcon-AO [31], RiMOM [13], LILY [32],
Cupid [33], and ASMOV [34]. From the aggregation view,
though Falcon-AO measures both linguistic comparability
and structural comparability of ontologies to estimate the
reliability of matched entity pairs, it only uses them to
form three heuristic rules to integrate results generated by
GMO [35]. ASMOV is an automated ontology mapping tool
that iteratively calculates the similarity between concepts in
ontologies by analyzing some features such as textual de-
scription. But ASMOV is a heuristic rule based weighted
aggregation and only two constraints are validated for their
final results. Comparing with R. Trillo, RiMOM calculates
two similarity factors to estimate the characteristics of on-
tologies, which is only suitable to some special situations.
For example, its linguistic similarity factor only concerns
elements that have the same label.
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Fig. 1 Process of ontology concepts mapping.

3. The Algorithms of Ontology Mapping

Using similarity calculation, we need to select an artificial
threshold to determine whether two concepts can be mapped
or not. In the process of the parameter setting and the thresh-
old value selection we require the users to participate. Fur-
thermore, different threshold values will be taken when cal-
culating similarity from different areas. To solve this prob-
lem, we use a combination of similarity calculation method
and SVM.

The process from calculating similarities to discover-
ing ontology mapping is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, O1,
O2 are two ontologies. Firstly, four individual similari-
ties are computed. Secondly, the similarity vectors consist-
ing of four weighted individual similarities are built, and
the weights are decided by both of harmony and reliabil-
ity. Here, each concept pairs between two ontologies is
represented by a similarity vector. Lastly, SVM is used to
accomplish mapping discovery by classifying the similarity
vectors. our system is called as SHRS.

3.1 The Algorithms of Individual Similarities

3.1.1 The Algorithm of Concept Name Similarity

When two names are definitely different in syntax but syn-
onymous, the performance of syntactic similarity calcula-
tion methods is very poor. Therefore, in this paper the
semantic similarity of two concept names is firstly com-
puted in WordNet to be taken as concept name similarity. if
the similarity computed in WordNet is zero, or the concept
names may not exist in WordNet, then the syntactic similar-
ity of two concept names will be calculated by edit distance
algorithms to be taken as concept name similarity.

Fig. 2 The sense localization based on the hypernym concept.

Below we introduce our computing method of concept
name similarity based on WordNet. A word may have multi-
senses in WordNet, but in traditional WordNet similarity al-
gorithms, the similarity between the most similar senses of
two words is regarded as the word similarity, which is im-
proper in our method, because that the true meanings of
concept names in the ontological context are not consid-
ered, which results in the falling of the precision of concept
name similarity calculation and ontology mapping. This pa-
per proposes the algorithm of word sense localization based
on WordNet to compute the concept name similarity. In this
paper, we regard the right sense of the hypernym concept
and the description of the ontology concept as two charac-
teristics of ontology concept. For each feature, this method
finds the sense which has the highest similarity with ontol-
ogy concept in WordNet, and regards that sense as the right
sense of ontology concept in WordNet.

Specifically speaking, 1) with the real meaning of the
hypernym concept of concept c in the ontology, find the right
sense of c in WordNet. For example, Fig. 2 is an ontology
fragment, the top concept is “Reference”, the right sense
of the concept “Proceedings” need be determined; the right
sense of the top concept “Reference” is Known in advance
and is sense hyper, after similarity computing, the similar-
ity value is highest between the second sense sense hypo2

of “Proceedings” and sense hyper, so the right sense of
“Proceedings” is sense hypo2.

2) with the description of concept c in the ontology,
through the improved latent semantic analysis (LSA), find
the right sense of c in WordNet; and 3) using the right
sense of c got in (1) and (2) respectively, calculate the se-
mantic similarity between the concept names, and take the
weighted sum of the two similarity as the final similarity of
the concept names. This chapter puts forward two methods
of sense localization of ontology concept. One is the sense
localization algorithm based on the ontology hypernym - hy-
ponym concept; and another is the sense localization algo-
rithm based on the sentence similarity between the descrip-
tion of the ontology concept and its explanations in Word-
Net. We’ll apply the two senses determined by the two kinds
of methods respectively to the calculation of similarity be-
tween the concept names. We mark the resulted similarities
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between the two concept names sim hyperHypo(cn1, cn2)
and sim commentS ense(cn1, cn2). The final similarity for-
mula of concept names is:

simCN(c1, c2)

= weight hyperHypo · sim hyperHypo(cn1, cn2)

+ weight commentS ense

· sim commentS ense(cn1, cn2) (1)

Where, weight hyperHypo and weight commentS ense
are respectively the weights of the two algorithms. Make

weight hyperHypo =
sim hyperHypo(cn1, cn2)

sim hyperHypo(cn1, cn2) + sim commentS ense(cn1, cn2)
,

weight commentS ense =
sim commentS ense(cn1, cn2)

sim hyperHypo(cn1, cn2) + sim commentS ense(cn1, cn2)
,

and then we can get weight hyperHypo + weight comment
S ense = 1.

Using the weighted sum of the similarities calculated
by the two methods, this approach not only combines the ad-
vantages of two methods, but also complements their short-
comings. Meanwhile it eliminates the inaccurate factors re-
sulted from the effects of the word ambiguity on ontology
mapping.

3.1.2 The Algorithm of Property Similarity

(1) The similarity calculation between a pair properties

A. Calculate the weighted sum of property name and
property type

Suppose P1i is the i-th property of c1 ∈ O1, and P2 j is
the j-th properties of c2 ∈ O2. The weighted sum of the
property name similarity and property type similarity be-
tween two properties is:

weightpn × sim(pn1i, pn2 j) + weightpt × sim(pt1i, pt2 j)

(2)

In Eq. (2), pn and pt mean respectively the the property
name and property type, sim(pn1i, pn2 j) and sim(pt1i, pt2 j)
are similarities of the property name and property type.
Here, the similarities of property name and property type
are both computed through concept name similarity calcu-
lation algorithm (seen in Sect. 3.1.1). weightpn and weightpt

represent the importance of property name, property type in
property.

B. Calculate the importance of property in concept

importancec(p) = t fc(p) × id fp, where, t fc(p) =
1

pnumc
; id fp = log

cnum
cnump

Among them, importancec(p) means the importance of
the property p in the concept c, the calculation of the im-
portance references tf-idf algorithm, in which pnumc is the

number of properties in concept c, and cnum and cnump are
the numbers of the all concepts and the concepts including
property p among ontologies respectively.

Then merge the importance of the two properties, the
equation is as follows:

importancec1(pi), c2(p j)

=
importancec1(pi)

importancec1(pi) + importancec2(p j)
� importancec1(pi)

+
importancec2(p j)

importancec1(pi) + importancec2(p j)
� importancec2(p j)

=
importancec1(pi)

2 + importancec2(p j)
2

importancec1(pi) + importancec2(p j)

Where, the importancec1(pi) means the importance of
the i property of the concept c1, the importancec2(p j) means
the importance of the j property of the concept c2, the
importancec1(pi)/(importancec1(pi) + importancec2(p j)) is the
weight of the importancec1(pi), the importancec2(p j)/importa
ncec1(pi)+importancec2(p j)) is the weight of importancec2(p j).

C. Calculate the similarity between two properties

Composite the results above, the equation of calculat-
ing property p1i and property p2 j similarity is as follows:

sim(p1i, p2 j)

= importancec1(p1i),c2(p2 j) × weightpn × sim(pn1i, pn2 j)

+ importancec1(p1i),c2(p2 j) × weightvt × sim(vt1i, vt2 j)

(3)

(2) Calculate property similarity between two concepts
The number of properties in concept c1 and c2 is de-

fined as pnumc1 and pnumc2, respectively. Calculate similar-
ity of any two properties which are all emerged in concepts
c1 and c2. Then get a matrix of pnumc1 × pnumc2 similarity.
Firstly traverse the matrix, and find the max values of ev-
ery row and every column, then computer the average value
of the row max values and the average of the column max
values, finally the property similarity is the average of the
above two average values. The following is the equation of
property similarity between two concepts.

simP(c1, c2) = simP(Pc1, Pc2)

=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

pnumc1∑
i=1

pnumc2
max

j=1
(sim(P1i, P2 j)

pnumc1
+

pnumc2∑
j=1

pnumc1
max

i=1
(sim(P1i, P2 j)

pnumc2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
/
2

(4)

3.1.3 The Algorithm of Instance Similarity

For calculating the instance similarity, if the similarity of
every property value pair between two instances needs to be
computed, then the time cost of similarity calculation would
be very high. So, in this paper, the improved Vector Space
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Model (VSM) is used to compute the instance similarity be-
tween two ontology concepts. It can decrease dramatically
the time cost. The improved VSM method is as follow:

In ontology, every concept has many instances and ev-
ery instance has several property values. All property val-
ues belonging to a concept are seen as a text set. Therefore,
every concept is represented as a text set, expressed as a
weight vector, and denoted by (weightci(v1), weightci(v2), . . . ,
weightci(vs), . . .), where s = 1, 2, . . . , n. Here, ci means the
i-th concept; n means the number of property values in ci;
and weightci(vs) means the weight of the property value Vs in
the text set of ci. The instance similarity between c1 ∈ O1

and c2 ∈ O2 can be computed by cosine of angle between
two weight vectors, and its equation is as follows:

simI(c1, c2) =

n∑
s=1

(weightc1(vs).weightc2(vs))

√
n∑

s=1
weightc1(vs)

2.

√
n∑

s=1
weightc2(vs)

2

(5)

Where

weightci(vs) =
∑n

s′=1
(t fci(vs′) · id fvs′ · sim(vs, vs′ )) (6)

In Eq. (6), the calculation of the importance references
the tf-idf algorithm. Among them t fci(vs′) · id fvs′ means
the initial importance of the property value Vs′ in concept
ci. t fci(vs′) means the number of occurrence of Vs′ in ci;
id fvs′ = log(cnum/cnumvs′ ), here cnum means the number
of concepts and cnumvs is the number of concepts including
property Vs′ .

In traditional VSM methods, weightci(vs) = t fci(vs) ×
id fvs, and terms in concepts are identified to be equivalent
fully or be unequal absolutely. But, in fact, non-identical
terms may be very similar, and this situation cannot be dealt
with in traditional methods. So, in this paper, if a term is
highly similar with other terms in c1 and c2, then it shows
that the importance of other terms in concepts can be granted
partly to this term. The degree of the granted part depends
on similarities between this term and other terms.

3.1.4 The Algorithm of Structure Similarity

Semantic similarity between respective neighbor node sets
of two concepts is called as structure similarity and can im-
pact on concept similarity. The neighbor nodes of a concept
mean that they have structural relations with this concept.
The structural relations between two concepts in the same
ontology include: hierarchical and non-hierarchical struc-
ture relations. Super, sub and sibling relations are hierar-
chical structure relations and the rest are non-hierarchical
relations. In our approach, the structure similarity consists
of the similarity between the adjacent concept sets and the
similarity between the structure parameters.

Computing the similarity between the adjacent concept
sets as follows:

sim(C S R1,C S R2)

= weightsim(C S UPS ET × sim(C S UPS ET1,C S UPS ET2)

+ weightC S UBS ET × sim(C S UBS ET1,C S UBS ET2)

+ weightC NHS ET × sim(C NHS ET1,C NHS ET2) (7)

where sim(sim(C S UPS ET1), sim(C S UPS ET2) is the
similarity between sim(C SUPSET1) and sim(C SUPSET2),
sim(C S UPS ET1) and sim(C S UPS ET2) is the set
of super classes of concept c1 and c2, respectively.
sim(C S UBS ET1,C S UBS ET2) is the similarity be-
tween C S UBS ET1 and C S UBS ET2, C S UBS ET1 and
C S UBS ET2 are the sets of subclasses of concept c1

and c2, respectively. sim(C NHS ET1,C NHS ET2) is the
similarity between C NHS ET1 and C NHS ET2. Here,
C NHS ET1 and C NHS ET2 are the two non-hierarchical
relation sets of the concept c1 and c2. WeightC S UPS ET ,
weightC S UBS ET , weightC NHS ET represents the importance
of super concept, sub concept and adjacent concept re-
spectively, and every weight will be got by computing its
harmony.

Computing the similarity between structure parame-
ters. The structure parameters include: the number of con-
cept property, the number of instance, the number of sub
concept and the conceptual depth in the ontology. For ex-
ample, the number of concept property for c1 is pnumc1, the
number of instance, the number of sub concept and the con-
cept of depth in the ontology O1 for c1 is inumc1, subnumc1

and depthc1, respectively. The equation of calculating simi-
larity between the structure parameters of c1 and c2 is:

sim(puumc1, pnumc2) = 1 − |pnumc1 − pnumc2|
max(pnumc1, pnumc2)

(8)

sim(inumc1, inumc2) = 1 − |inumc1 − inumc2|
max(inumc1, inumc2)

(9)

sim(subnumc1, subnumc2) = 1 − |subnumc1 − subnumc2|
max(subnumc1, subnumc2)

(10)

sim(depthc1, depthc2) = 1 − |depthc1 − depthc2|
max(depthc1, depthc2)

(11)

The equation of calculating structure parameter simi-
larity between c1 and c2 is:

sim(S Pc1, S Pc2)

= weightpnum × sim(pnumc1, pnumc2)

+ weightinum × sim(inumc1, inumc2)

+ weightsubnum × sim(subnumc1, subnumc2)

+ weightdepth × sim(depthc1, depthc2) (12)

Structure parameter similarity is the similarity
weighted sum of the number of properties, the number of
instances, the number of sub-concepts and conceptual depth
between the two concepts. The weights are respective pro-
portion of four similarities.

After computing the similarity between the adjacent
concept sets and the similarity between the structure param-
eters, we compute their weighted sum, and the weights are
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Table 1 Similarity matrix.

e21 e22 e23 e24

e11 1 0.99 0.99 0.2
e12 0.99 1 0.99 0.1
e13 0.99 0.99 1 0.1
e14 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1

respective proportion of the two similarities, then we can get
the structure similarity. The equation is as follows:

sims(c1, c2) = weightc sr sim(C S R1,C S R2)

+ weightspsim(S Pc1, S Pc2) (13)

3.2 Ontology Mapping Discovery Based on SVM Com-
bined with Harmony and Reliability

In this paper, the method of SVM classification combined
with the linear function of harmony [20] and reliability [21]
was adopted to achieve ontology mapping discovery. Har-
mony can be used to assess the importance of different indi-
vidual similarities. But, sometimes, with the same harmony,
the difference between the maximum value and other val-
ues in the same row and column is tiny, which decreases
the credibility of results, shown in Table 1. So, reliability
needs to be applied with harmony to increase the credibility.
Before SVM classification method is carried out, individ-
ual similarities need to be weighted by the linear function of
harmony and reliability.

The method of SVM classification combined with the
linear function of harmony and reliability is as follows:

1) Harmony
Each of individual similarity matrixes has a harmony,

which is defined as:

h =
max numrow∩column

min(enum1, enum2)
(14)

In Eq. (14), maxnumrow∩column is the number of max-
imum in the same rows and same columns in the matrix,
enum1 is the number of concepts e1i in O1, and enum2 is the
number of concepts e2 j in O2. Harmony represents the ratio
of concept pairs which can be mapped to all concept pairs,
that is, the ability to discover the mapped concept pairs.

2) Reliability
Reliability (rel) is defined as:

rel =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0 if maxnumrow∩column = 0

1 if enum1 = enum2 = 1
∑

(i, j)∈MAXS ETrow∩column

(∑k=num1
k=1 |ai j−ak j |+

∑k′=enum2
k′=1

|ai j−aik′ |
)

min(enum1 ,enum2)×(enum1+enum2−2) otherwise

(15)

Where, MAXS ETrow∩column is the set of elements
which are maximum in the same rows and same columns
in the matrix. The reliability value is decided by the dif-
ference between maximum and other values, which must be
from the same row and column. Reliability represents simi-
larity gap between reasonable mapping elements and unrea-
sonable mapping elements in the similarity matrix of some

Fig. 3 Ontology mapping method based on SVM.

features. Reliability is able to objectively reflect the impor-
tant level of certain feature.

3) Ontology mapping discovery based on SVM com-
bined with harmony and reliability

Traditional classification methods about machine
learning require a great deal of samples. In most cases
the model learned from machine learning is fit excessively
for a function, it results in poor expansion capability of the
model. However, SVM has its unique advantages, and SVM
is a machine learning method based on structural risk mini-
mization, and its result is the unique global optimal result.

Figure 3 is the illustration of using SVM classifica-
tion to achieve ontology mapping input vector. Each cell
in cubes of a two-dimensional plane represents a pair of on-
tology concepts, while in three-dimensional space, this cell
represents the condition input vector of this pair of concepts.
Each vector has 12 parameters. All similarity vectors rep-
resenting concept pairs are classified by SVM as two cat-
egories: one includes concept pairs which can be mapped
(blue vector on the right) and another includes concept pairs
which cannot be mapped (white vector on the right).

The input vector is a 12-dimensional similarity vec-
tor. Calculated four sub-similarities include concept name,
property, instance, and structure. Conditioned input vec-
tors of 12 parameters are the production after each sub-
similarity multiplied by the respective harmony, reliability,
and f-measure. Similarity vector is defined as:

vector1i,2 j = (hCN · simCN(c1i, c2 j), hP · simP(c1i, c2 j),

hI · simI(c1i, c2 j), hS · simS (c1i, c2 j),

relCN · simCN(c1i, c2 j), relP · simP(c1i, c2 j),

relI · simI(c1i, c2 j), relS · simS (c1i, c2 j),

fCN · simCN(c1i, c2 j), fP · simP(c1i, c2 j),

fI · simI(c1i, c2 j), fS · simS (c1i, c2 j))

(16)

In Eq. (16), simCN(c1i, c2 j), simp(c1i, c2 j), simI(c1i, c2 j) and
simS (c1i, c2 j) are the similarities of concept name, prop-
erty, instance and structure, respectively; hCN , hP, hI and
hS are the harmony of similarities of concept name, prop-
erty, instance and structure, respectively; relCN , relP, relI

and relS are the reliability of similarities of concept name,
property, instance and structure, respectively; fCN , fP, fI and
fS are the f-measure of similarities of concept name, prop-
erty, instance and structure, respectively; the expression of
f-measure refers to the formula (19).
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Table 2 The mapping results between two ontologies.

Ontology 1 concept Ontology 2 concept Conditioned input vector Mapping

Conference Congress
(0.9524, 0.8254, 0.6414, 0.6351,

Yes0.8543, 0.713, 0.4742, 0.5391,
0.9547, 0.8233, 0.6344, 0.6702)

Journal Periodical
(0.9524, 0.8505, 0.6094, 0.7646,

Yes0.8543, 0.7346, 0.4506, 0.6491,
0.9547, 0.8483, 0.6028, 0.8069)

Book Book
(0.9524, 0.8957, 0.7143, 0.7933,

Yes0.8543, 0.7737, 0.5281, 0.6735,
0.9547, 0.8934, 0.7065, 0.8372)

Reference Entry
(0.9524, 0.8776, 0.6421, 0.7627,

Yes0.8543, 0.7581, 0.4748, 0.6474,
0.9547, 0.8753, 0.6351, 0.8048)

Address Directions
(0.9524, 0.7871, 0.5714, 0.7933,

Yes0.8543, 0.6799, 0.4225, 0.6735,
0.9547, 0.7851, 0.5652, 0.8372)

Fig. 4 Ontology 1 model.

Fig. 5 Ontology 2 model.

3.3 Example

The following example illustrates the proposed ontology
mapping algorithms. Figure 4 and Fig. 5 are two ontologies
to be mapped, which are different in language and structure.
In accordance with SVM we combine the input parameters
to get ontology mapping algorithm, draw two ontology con-
cepts for each input vector and mapping result, as shown in
Table 2.

4. Experiment and Result Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Data sets and Criterion

In this paper, the bibliographic ontology set of benchmark
data sets† from OAEI ontology matching campaign is firstly
applied as data sets, because the organization is authoritative
in the field of ontology matching all over the world and it
provides a unified benchmark test data for all researchers.
The participants can use the data set to test their tools, but
the data set are not used in formal match. The ontology
sets contain 110 ontologies, and provide us with mapping
answers.

In our experiments, all ontologies on the average were
divided into five parts and numbered 1-5. Then we took
four of them as the training set, and the rest one as a test
set. We first trained number 1-4 ontologies, and got a train-
ing model. Then we trained No.1, 2, 3, 5 ontologies, and
got second training model, and so on. We can get 5 train-
ing models, and the final result is the average result coming
from the five models. The above method can guarantee the
reliability of the training. Among the data sets, O101 is ref-
erence ontology in bibliographic domains. The others were
variants and linguistics or structure of the variants were dif-
ferent from O101. The mapping operations between O101 and
these variants were implemented, and the results of mapping
were evaluated. In this paper OAEI criteria (precision, recall
and f-measure) were used to evaluate the results of mapping.
Their equations are as follows:

precision : p =
num correctmapping

num all f oundmapping
× 100%

(17)

recall : r =
num correctmapping
num alltruemapping

× 100% (18)

f − measure : f =
2 × p × r

p + r
(19)

†http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2012/benchmarks/index.
html
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In the above three equations, the num correctmapping
means the number of the concept pairs mapped correctly;
num allfoundmapping means the number of all discovered
mapping concept pairs including the true and the false; and
num allturemapping means the number of all concept pairs
which should be mapped.

4.2 Experiment Design

Ontology mapping methods related to similarity calculation
have been discussed in many studies. We compare the map-
ping results by precision, recall and f-measure. The 4 sub-
similarity methods with reasonable index (harmony), relia-
bility index (reliability) and f-measure act as the 12 input
parameters of SVM machine learning. The vector made
up of these 12 parameters vector can reflect the degree of
importance that each sub-similarity determines the concepts
whether they can be mapped. To evaluate our approach, all
mapping methods mentioned in the Table 3 are compared.

Experimental steps are as follows:
(1) For all ontological concept pairs, the four individual

similarities are calculated;
(2) These similarities are aggregated and mappings be-

tween ontologies are extracted by using all methods of Ta-
ble 3 except “Ours” and “SVM”;

(3) For “SVM”, the four individual similarities of all
ontology concept pairs are calculated and ontology map-
pings are extracted by SVM;

(4) For our approach, the process is the same as

Table 3 Different ontology mapping methods.

Method Formula or Model

1. Ours

vector1i,2 j = (hCN · simCN (c1i, c2 j), hP · simP(c1i, c2 j),

hI · simI (c1i, c2 j), hS · simS (c1i, c2 j)

relCN · simCN (c1i, c2 j), relP · simP(c1i, c2 j),

relI · simI (c1i, c2 j), relS · simS (c1i, c2 j),

fCN · simCN (c1i, c2 j), fP · simP(c1i, c2 j),

fI · simI (c1i, c2 j), fS · simS (c1i, c2 j))

2. SVM
vector1i,2 j = (simCN (c1i, c2 j), simP(c1i, c2 j),

simI (c1i, c2 j), simS (c1i, c2 j))

3. Neural network
vector1i,2 j = (simCN (Ci j, cw j), simP(c1i, c2 j),

simI (c1i, c2 j), simS (c1i, c2 j))

4. Harmony sim(c1i, c2 j) =

( ∑
t=CN, P, I, S

ht � simt(c1i, c2 j)

)/
4

5. Reliability sim(c1i, c2 j) =

( ∑
t=CN, P, I, S

relt � simt(c1i, c2 j)

)/
4

6. Sigmoid sim(c1i, c2 j) =

( ∑
t=CN,P,I,S

sigmoid(simt(c1i, c2 j))

) /
4

7. Avg sim(c1i, c2 j) =

( ∑
t=CN,P,I,S

simt(c1i, c2 j)

) /
4

8. Min sim(c1i, c2 j) = min
t=CN, P, I, S

(simt(c1i, c2 j))

9. Max sim(c1i, c2 j) = max
t=CN, P, I, S

(simt(c1i, c2 j))

10. Class name sim(c1i, c2 j) = simCN (c1i, c2 j)
11. Property sim(c1i, c2 j) = simP(c1i, c2 j)
12. Instance sim(c1i, c2 j) = simI (c1i, c2 j)
13. Structure sim(c1i, c2 j) = simS (c1i, c2 j)

Sect. 3.2. After four individual similarities and their respec-
tive harmony and reliability were worked out, similarity vec-
tors consisting of our weighted individual similarities are
built, and the weights are the linear function of harmony
and reliability. A part of vectors as training sets is used by
SVM to get the optimal classification hyper-plane, and the
remaining vectors as test sets are classified by SVM to two
categories: the category includes concept pairs which can be
mapped and another includes concept pairs which cannot be
mapped. Here, the vector represents the similarity between
the concept pairs belonging to different ontologies;

(5) For all ontology pairs, precision, recall and f-
measure of ontology mapping discovery are calculated in
every method mentioned in Table 3. And then the experi-
mental results are evaluated.

4.3 Experimental Result and Analysis

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6:
(1) Methods 10-13: The results of using one of indi-

vidual similarities as concept similarity are relatively low,
and both recall and f-measure are lower than 0.4, and preci-
sion are lower than 0.6. These four algorithms have lower
f-measure which is no more than 40%, especially the “In-
stance” algorithm whose recall value is less than 20%, be-
cause the concepts including instances are not much. They
use only a single similarity algorithm, which cannot adapt
to all changes of heterogeneous ontologies, so the result is
very low.

(2) Methods 6-9: The results of the methods of similar-
ity aggregation are higher than the above, in which three in-
dicators are all more than 0.5. It indicates that the methods
of similarity aggregation perform better. “Sigmoid” algo-
rithm is the most optimistic, whose f-measure is more than
70%, and the “Max” and “Min” algorithm are the most pes-
simistic, because the “Max” and “Min” only consider one
sub-similarity, which cannot reflect the impact from ontol-
ogy factors on the ontology mapping comprehensively.

(3) Our approach, “SVM”, “Neural network”, “Har-
mony” and “Reliability” outperforms the other fundamen-

Fig. 6 The experimental results comparison of ontology mapping meth-
ods.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of standard deviation of ontology mapping methods
results.

tal methods, in which three indicators are all more than 0.8.
But the precision, recall and f-measure of “SVM”, “Neural
network”, “Harmony” and “Reliability” are all lower than
0.9.

(4) Our approach: precision, recall and f-measure in
our approach reach 0.95, 0.935 and 0.9424, respectively, and
are the highest, which can validate that the results of map-
ping discovery are more accurate after harmony and reliabil-
ity is added into SVM, and also can show that our approach
outperforms than the others dramatically.

The comparison of standard deviation is shown in
Fig. 7:

The standard deviations of “10 Class name”, “11 Prop-
erty”, “12 Instance” and “13 Structure” algorithms except
recall and f-measure of “Instance” algorithm are all more
than 30%, especially the precision of “Instance” algorithm
which is more than 45%. Because a single similarity algo-
rithm is good for heterogeneous ontology of specific types,
and has poor performance for ontology of other types, when
a variety of change appears in the language or the structure
of the heterogeneous ontologies, a single similarity algo-
rithm results fluctuate greatly and are instability. “8 Min”
and “9 Max”: the results are more than 25% except recall
and f-measure of “Min” algorithm, especially the precision
of “Min”, which is more than 40%, and is very unstable.
“4 Harmony”, “5 Reliability”, “6 Sigmoid” and “7 Avg” al-
gorithms: the results of these methods are range from 30%
to 35%, these results have a more stable fluctuation range
compared with using a single sub-similarity algorithm. The
results of the Neural network method, SVM method, Our
method are lower than 0.2. And the results compared to
other algorithms have smaller volatility. The standard devi-
ations of precision and f-measure of “ours method” are the
lowest of three algorithms, and they are less than 0.15.

Among them, the ontology mapping algorithms using
integrated similarity and machine learning are better than
those using only a single similarity algorithm. And the map-
ping algorithm using machine learning performs better com-
pared with the integrated similarity algorithms.

The algorithm of concept name similarity can get high
similarity values in the name of semantic or syntactic simi-

Table 4 The results of our method and OM2013 F-measure top5.

Matching system Prec. F-m Rec.

Our system 0.93 0.87 0.82
CroMatcher 0.95 0.88 0.82

YAM++ 0.97 0.89 0.82
CIDER-CL 0.85 0.75 0.67

IAMA 0.99 0.73 0.57
ODGOMS 0.99 0.71 0.55

larity. Such as ontology #101, #103, #104, #203-208, #221-
247, #301-304 (The digital is the ontology label in bench-
mark). When the concept name is meaningless random code
substitution, the algorithm has poor performance, such as
ontology #202, #248-266.

The algorithm of property similarity can get high simi-
larity values in adequate ontology property information and
useful property name. For example, ontology #101, #103,
#104, #203-208, #224-231, #236-238. When ontology has
little or no property information, the algorithm has poor per-
formance, such as ontology #221-223, #239, #246, #248,
#249, #252, #253, #260.

The algorithm of instance can get high similarity values
when ontology information is sufficient. For example, on-
tology #101, #103, #104, #201-210, #221-223, #251, #252.
But when the number of instances of the concept is not
much, the algorithm has poor performance.

The algorithm of structure similarity can get high sim-
ilarity values in adequate ontology structure information.
Such as ontology #103, #104, #201-210. When ontology
has little or no structure information, the algorithm has poor
performance, such as ontology #221-223, #232-248, #252-
254, #258-261, #301-304.

Since the other algorithms are based on algorithms 10-
13, in all ontology mapping operations, the other algorithms
and algorithms 10-13 have the trend of consistent results to
the same ontology pair. Among them, using the compre-
hensive similarity of ontology mapping algorithm and the
use of machine learning ontology mapping algorithm are
higher and more stable than using only a single similarity
algorithm. In the above ontology mapping algorithms, our
algorithm has better performance than the other algorithms.

In order to further test our algorithms, we use the
benchmark data sets for the 2013 OAEI campaign† to re do
the ontology matching experiments, and compare our results
with the results of the methods mentioned in the 2013 OAEI
campaign [36]. Given that OM2013 has a total of 22 results,
we choose the F-measure top5 results. The mapping results
of our method and OM2013 F-measure top5 are shown in
Table 4. It can be seen from Table 4 that the precision, re-
call and f-measure of our method are better than the most of
the results of OM2013.

In this paper, by using our proposed algorithm, we con-
ducted two experiments on the two different benchmark test
sets. There are differences between the two experimental re-

†http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/2013/results/benchmarks/
index.html
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sults. Among them, the latter recall decreased significantly.
After the analysis, the reasons are as follows:

(1) The two experiment sets are named 2012 experi-
ment set and 2013 experiment set, respectively. And com-
paring the same number of ontologies of two sets, 2013 ex-
periment set has a higher degree of random code in concepts
and properties. When calculating the similarities more ran-
dom codes lead to a decreased recall. Our algorithms have
specially processed the random codes in 2012 experiment
set, while 2013 experiment set has more and more complex
random codes, so it is clear that the processing strategies of
our algorithms for the random codes are not applicable to
the 2013 experiment set.

(2) Due to the affection of random codes, the struc-
tural similarity of 2013 experiment set becomes inaccurate.
Since the concept names are not the same, although the same
structure, we still cannot identify that the two concepts are
similar on structure and semantic. Because the calculation
of structural similarity centers on concept code and com-
pares the concept similarity of parent codes and child nodes,
thus, if the random codes of parent nodes and child nodes in-
crease, the similarity of the conceptual node will be affected.

(3) Some ontologies in 2013 experiment set increase
some redundant concepts, which leads to the decreased per-
formance, especially in the calculation of structure similar-
ity.

(4) Some of ontologies in 2013 experiment set has less
elements. Such cases like property has no property value
and there are less instances, make similarity decrease, and
make results that should be similar dissimilar, which leads
to a decline in performance.

The proposed algorithms consider the concept, in-
stances, properties, structure of ontologies, use a variety of
semantic computing strategies, and join a variety of factors
such as harmony, reliability, f-measure, etc., as SVM classi-
fication data, which make the SVM classification data rich
and reasonable, and achieve good results. But there are also
some other deficiencies, such as a lack of parameters to ad-
just for users, and the shortage of the processing strategy of
random code in ontologies.

5. Conclusions

A new similarity algorithm between concepts is proposed
in this paper which fully considers the semantic and gram-
matical relations between individual elements. The addition
of harmony and reliability increases the availability and ac-
curacy of the algorithm. The algorithm can be used in ap-
plication of semantic retrieval and knowledge management,
and can increase the effectiveness of these applications. Ex-
perimental results show that, in similarity-based algorithms,
the method of SVM combined with harmony and reliabil-
ity has the better performance. The method can be used for
RDF and OWL ontology matching. Future works include
further research on ontology matching algorithm based on
OWL ontology features and ontology merging.
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